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ABSTRACT
Xenakis’ electroacoustic works have not only been influenced by the circumstances of their origin but also by the
special "sound aesthetics" favoured by the composer in the respective time. This paper is dealing with the relation of
some important Xenakian electroacoustic compositions to orchestral works that were composed shortly before or after.
The comparison is done on the basis of spectrograms and therefore less relying on compositional methods than on the
use of sounds, instruments, spectra and frequencies. A spectrogram seems to be an appropriate means to illustrate this
listening experience. It can also serve to understand, systematize and compare in a better way the spectral sound
distribution of several works. The results do not only show an obvious continuity within the electroacoustic oeuvre of
Xenakis (not in respect of the works' origins but of their sonic universe) but also multiple connections to his
instrumental works. This is caused by the fact that Xenakis was able to express similar thoughts by different means,
thus creating similar sonorities and an unique and integrative personal style.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Iannis Xenakis was not only one of the most influential composers since World War II but perhaps also the most
versatile and innovative one. For a man with his interest and knowledge of technical issues it would have been hard to
imagine that he should not have committed himself to electroacoustic music which was itself new and in steady
development since the 1950s. Thus he did not only contribute to this genre incidentally but created a series of important
and outstanding works that mirror the technical and aesthetic circumstances of their time of origin. Throughout the
decades, techniques of composing, venues and purposes they have a number of things in common. But what is their
relationship to the large rest of the Xenakian oeuvre like? Are they an independent group of works, motivated by
technical reasons more than by the classical music business?
This paper is focussing on the relationship of electroacoustic works by Xenakis to his orchestral compositions of the
respective time. For several periods of Xenakis' oeuvre a comparison is drawn between an electroacoustic and an
orchestral work of approximately the same year. As this comparison is relying on the acoustic manifestation of the
works, I analysed spectrograms of the electroacoustic music (which is a quite common analytical tool) and of
recordings of the orchestral works (which has not been done so far to my knowledge) to better compare the respective
listening experience. I have chosen the recordings of the Orchestre Philharmonique du Luxembourg under the direction
of Arturo Tamayo who have praiseworthily recorded a large amount of Xenakis' orchestral music on five CDs. The
spectrograms are made with Sonic Visualizer and are generally based on a linear frequency scale.
One reason for relying on orchestral music only is the large amount of orchestral works in Xenakis’ catalogue that
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shows one piece for almost every year between 1955 and 1997. The other reason is the large variety of available
instrumental colours in these works, that means their spectral differentiation which comes close to the possibilities in
the electroacoustic realm.
The comparison is done with three pairs: Orient-Occident (1960) as an early electroacoustic masterpiece is opposed to
Syrmos for string orchestra (1959) and the orchestral piece ST/48 (1962). Secondly the music for the Polytope de Cluny
(1972) is checked against Antikhthon (1971). Finally Xenakis' last UPIC work Voyage absolu des Unari vers
Andromède (1989) is compared with Kyania from 1990.
2. ORIENT-OCCIDENT – SYRMOS – ST/48
Orient-Occident from the first period of Xenakis' electroacoustic oeuvre was originally a 20 minutes soundtrack and
later on released as a concert piece of 11 minutes. Makis Solomos has made a graphical transcription of the piece1 that
shows a lot of continuous or permanent sounds, steadily enriched by short appearances of other sonic events. The work
was created at GRM and has more similarities to the typical musique concrète than Xenakis' other GRM compositions:
Most of the sounds show their origin from real recorded sounds and are presented in a more descriptive way as sonic
entities than as part of an abstract overlying compositional method.
Fig. 1 summarizes the most important sound layers made out by listening analysis:

Fig. 1 Sound layers in Orient-Occident
The piece shows a big variety of different sounds which have been numbered as 52 by Makis Solomos2. He also pointed
out that Xenakis used a number of sounds from the GRM library which leads to the impression of a real musique
concrète piece3. Thus the discontinuity of the work is much bigger than of the previous Concrète PH or the subsequent
Bohor.
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Cf. Solomos 2009, p. 130
Ibid., p.131
Ibid., p.129
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A passage with regular but independent pulsations of metallic sounds, starting at 1:45, is typical for the layering of
sounds in this composition (Fig. 2):

Fig. 2 Orient-Occident, 1:45 – 2:40
What is Xenakis' instrumental output from this period like? I have consulted two adjoining compositions: Syrmos for
string orchestra dates from 1959, ST 48 is the orchestral piece that Xenakis composed with an IBM computer and dates
from 1962. In both pieces there is a large amount of glissandi as it is typical for the early Xenakis, especially of course
in Syrmos. But this kind of sonority does not have any counterpart in Orient-Occident at all. So let us have a look at the
parts with static chords and pulsations instead.

Fig. 3 Syrmos, bar 69 – 88
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Syrmos features some passages with pulsations that may have been a kind of model for the electroacoustic piece, the
most extended one starts in bar 69, first with inhomogeneous pulsations in the lower strings, then spreading to the
violins in bar 75, finally enriched with glissandi. The spectrogram of Fig. 3 is based on a logarithmic frequency scale to
show the layering more clearly.
Fig. 4 gives an excerpt from Orient-Occident at 6:45 with a quite similar layering of sounds that reach from very high
frequency objects reminding of chirping insects down to very low thunderlike ones:

Fig. 4 Orient-Occident, 6:45 – 7:10
The orchestral piece ST 48 consists of many glissandi as well, but includes for example one densely layered structure in
measure 143, where one can find short tremoli, glissandi, sustained and punctual notes throughout the instruments.
Fig. 5 shows a spectrogram of this very inhomogeneous passage.

Fig. 5 ST/48, bar 143 – 168
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The only glissando-like structure in Orient-Occident can be found in the final section which has a very hazy character in
general (Fig. 6). At 9:44 the former low frequent chords are joined with higher "rushing" sound planes that include
glissandi as well. This contributes to the overall spacious and futuristic character.

Fig. 6 Orient-Occident, end
In general Orient-Occident shows only few parallels to the contemporary orchestral scores concerning the very sounds.
At this time the glissandi seem to be a phenomenon that is only present in Xenakis' instrumental music, there as a very
important attribute, nevertheless. But the complex framework of layers in Orient-Occident that shall become even more
prominent in the electroacoustic works of the 1970s can already be found in the instrumental works of that time.
3. POLYTOPE DE CLUNY – ANTIKHTHON
In the 1970s Xenakis was creating electroacoustic music for his polytopes. Somehow embedded among the large-scale
sister works for Persepolis and the Diatope, the Polytope de Cluny of 1972 featured a variety of new sounds in a
compact 24 minute layered structure.

Fig. 7 Polytope de Cluny
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The spectrogram of the whole piece (Fig. 7) shows a much stronger occurrence of high frequencies than in OrientOccident with large passages where multiple shifts are layered in the frequency domain. This goes parallel with
complex superposition of sound layers and often smooth transitions. Part of the sounds were for the first time
synthesized at the new CEMAMu. The sounds can be divided into four main categories: There are “rushing” sound
planes at the beginning and the end of the piece changing from the very low register to higher ones. Secondly there are
tinkling or rattling sounds of small bells or ceramic chimes. Third are squeaking sounds and fourth plucking and
rustling sounds, mainly of an African thumb piano. Very rarely the layers are opposed to each other, instead do they
blend into each other, thus creating a rather continuous texture.
Especially the squeaking sounds have their parallels in the instrumental domain, like the ones starting at 5:27 (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8 Polytope de Cluny, 5:27 – 6:10
A similar sound can be found in Antikhthon from 1971, originally conceived as a ballet music, which starts with a
section featuring only clarinet multiphonics for not less than one minute (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Antikhthon, bar 1 – 31
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Even if such multiphonics had made their occurrence in earlier pieces, they had not been such prominent like in this
introduction.
In both works you can also find structures of more or less static layers which can consist of pulsating noises as well.
Fig. 10 shows an example of the Polytope de Cluny starting at 17:00 with one of the most complex layerings of
impulses, including the African thumb piano...

Fig. 10 Polytope de Cluny, 17:00 – 17:40
...while Fig. 11 presents an example from Antikhthon, starting in measure 212. Here a combination of repeated notes in
the winds and tremolo in the strings creates a dense structure covering the whole spectrum.

Fig. 11 Antikhthon, bar 212 – 223
The rushing sounds of the Polytope de Cluny have several counterparts in Antikhthon as well: In measure 154 a rushing
sound plane evolves by the strings playing at the bridge, soon complemented by clarinet multiphonics (Fig. 12).
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Fig. 12 Antikhthon, bar 154 – 164
In the following orchestral work Eridanos from 1972, the year of the inauguration of the polytope, there is another sort
of rushing sound appearing in the middle and at the end of the piece: It is a very gentle noise created only by the strings
moving their bow over the corpus of the instrument but it sounds like originating from an electroacoustic work (Fig.
13).

Fig. 13 Eridanos, end
“Rushing” sounds can be found in the final section of the Polytope de Cluny as well, starting at 22:30 with a noise of
mainly lower spectrum, changing at 23:00 with the addition of high frequencies to something which comes close to
white noise and lasts up to the end (Fig. 14).
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Fig. 14 Polytope de Cluny, 22:30 – end
Generally speaking the music for the Polytope de Cluny is a complex superposition of layers of interesting sounds and
sonic entities, whereby the character of the sounds and the stringing together reminds of Orient-Occident. Nevertheless
it is related to both surrounding orchestral works.
4. VOYAGE ABSOLU DES UNARI VERS ANDROMÈDE – KYANIA
The third comparison deals with the late work of Xenakis. Voyage absolu des Unari vers Andromède is the last
authorized and with about 15 minutes the longest of his UPIC compositions. It was commissioned by a Japanese
exhibition of paper kites in 1989. An Unari is a musical bow with a resonating string which can be implemented in a
kite and which starts to sound when flying. So the very descriptive title of the piece combines the voyage of a paper kite
through space to the Andromeda galaxy with the impression of a flying musical instrument. Indeed on can suppose to
hear the kitebow sound at several places of the piece, for example around 2:00.

Fig. 15 Voyage absolu des Unari vers Andromède
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The whole piece is characterized by a large amount of high frequencies as it can be seen in the spectrogram of Fig. 15:
There is always a very equal spectral distribution, leading to an acoustic impression that is rather dense. But at the same
time the sound quality is quite artificial as you do not have such large amounts of high frequencies with acoustic
instruments. The artificial character can be described as technical, machine-like, spherical and space-like what goes well
with the subject of an outer space journey.
At the end one can observe a gradual vanishing of low frequencies with finally nothing being left under 4000 Hz – a
poetic ending of a journey with the kite disappearing somewhere in the immense distance of the universe (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16 Voyage absolu des Unari vers Andromède, end
In general there are a lot of howling narrow-band or sinusoidal sounds in Voyage absolu, whose pitches change
constantly at faster or slower speed: With the oeuvre of Xenakis in mind you would easily call them glissandi. And there
are also large chains or networks of glissandi, culminating in a passage at 8:40 with slow glissandi throughout the
spectrum, clearly visible in the spectrogram (Fig. 17). This is at the same time the beginning of the second, much quiter
part, according to James Harley's classification4.

Fig. 17 Voyage absolu des Unari vers Andromède, 8:40 – 10:20
4

Cf. Harley 2002, p.53 et seq.
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In that period Xenakis still was busy writing orchestral pieces, for example Kyania from 1990 with an over-average
duration of more than 20 minutes. Like most of the late work it is characterized by large blocks of homophonic
rhythms5. There are layers of different orchestra groups but they are not as independent as in earlier works. On first
sight there are only little similarities to Voyage absolu. In direct comparison of spectrograms of the two pieces it is
obvious that Fig. 15 shows glissandi at several places whereas Fig. 18 reminds of a curtain.

Fig. 18 Kyania
The glissandi, so typical for the early Xenakis, have completely disappeared here in Kyania whereas they occur at least
sometimes in other instrumental music of the 1980s and 1990s. However they make their prominent appearance in the
present UPIC piece. This could be caused by the technical means of the UPIC system or motivated to a high degree by
the associations of the title and the topic of Voyage absolu, but one could call this a kind of compensation or
complementary development, as well. Interestingly one can find a comparable sound effect, like a jet engine, made by
brass glissandi finally in Ioolkos, one of Xenakis' very last compositions for orchestra from 1996. But apart from the
differences and contrasts there are also a number of things that Kyania and Voyage absolu have in common:
a) Instead of glissandi Kyania features passages where polyrhythmic layered chromatic or narrow melodic lines in the
strings are rising in several attempts with rhythmic acceleration. In bar 103 a kind of fugato starts where not less than
three bars of the rising string texture are repeated verbatim, giving the impression of a ponderous start, covered by the
winds playing clusters. This reminds of the paper kite takeoff at the beginning of Voyage absolu which proceeds a bit
clumsy as well.
b) Another passage from bar 43 to 47 is operating with similar melodic means, but a very regular rhythm of mainly
semiquavers. With all the instruments playing extremely tenuto and their entries staggered from low to high, the music
obtains a diffuse ascending character which appears as well metallic and artificial.
c) Also the end of both pieces is remarkable: Voyage absolu ends with a kind of spectral decrescendo towards the height
in combination with a real decrescendo, as already mentioned, and does pursue a development in Xenakis'
electroacoustic music since La légende d'Eer: Instead of stopping suddenly at large volume the music of the newer
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James Harley has given an analysis of the piece, cf. Harley 2001, p. 45-47.
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pieces now fades out more or less. But likewise, Kyania is one of the rare orchestral works not to end with a tutti chord
in fortissimo, but with a fading string cluster, thus reminding the somehow uncertain end of the UPIC piece. A similar
ending can be found in Roaï, the following orchestral score from 1991.
5. CONCLUSION
I have only given a few examples for similarities and differences between Xenakis' electroacoustic and orchestral
works. Relying mainly on listening analysis this is necessarily subjective and without claim to completeness. To my
opinion the compositional methods and especially the technical circumstances of the electroacoustic works are too
unique to have left large marks on the whole instrumental output of the period. Nevertheless one can observe a lot of
influences and commonalities in detail, reaching from similar sounds via similar textures or characters of single
passages through to comparable structures of whole pieces, especially concerning layering and succession of sonic
events and entities. This is due to the fact that Xenakis was able to express similar thoughts by different means, thus
creating similar sonorities. Thereby he was achieving an unique and integrative personal style. Given the interesting fact
that there are large glissando textures in the instrumental works of the 1950s and again in the electroacoustic music of
the late 1980s one can come to the ambitious conclusion that Xenakis had some recollection of his past. But at least –
when looking for crucial elements of his personal style, one should always consider the works of all genres of a given
time because the electroacoustic works can in some respect be seen as the reverse of the same coin.
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